Abstract: Line-tothe other must than the classical methods. It does however a line-to-ground g the .
INTRODUCTION
to-ground fault using the general fault admittance since it does not rents -toadmittances.
method to solve various faults [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . They have however not ed a detailed simulation of the line-to-ground zero for the line-to-ground short circuit.
BACKGROUND

Line-to-ground Fault Interconnection of Sequence Networks
line-tot determined. The symmetrical values [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] .
General Fault Representation
A single line-toshown in Figure 1 .
In Figure 1 , a fault at a 
where U is the unit matrix In a fault analysis the following ass made: a) reactance. 
Delta-star Transformer Line-To-Ground Fault Current
system with a delta-star connected transformer feeding a transmission line on which a line-to-ground fault occurs at its far end is used. The inclusion of a delta-star connected transformer necessitated inc shifting It is shown in the section 2.3 that the general fault Zsjj using (7). In effect Zsjj
. This is the , much
currents are calculated using the small value. 
Computation of the Line-to-ground Fault
line-toground e it is easy
Sample System
one generator, one transformer and one transmission line. The system is system that Saadat uses [10] .
1, 2, and 0 refer to 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Fault Simulation Impedances
give accurate values for a resistive and inductive fault while case 3 is for a (U+ZsjjYfs)
of the unity matrix of 5×10 -10 gave zero current difference, and hence, convergence of the solution. .
Fault Admittance Matrix and Sequence Impedances at the Faulted Bus Bar.
line-to-ground fault in -set tolerance. In cases where ault for the lower tolerance studied.
The line-to-ground fault is interesting for studying the delta earthed-star transformer arrangement. It is seen that urrent on the earthed-star side the currents on the delta-connected side deduced from the results. The results give an insight in the effect that a delta earthed-star transformer has on a em during line-to-ground faults. 
